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Packet Overview 

Date Objective(s) Pg. 

# 

Monday, 

April 6 

1. Recall Aristotle’s key terms and explain how they relate to his argument that 

happiness is that towards which all human actions aim. 

2. Identify the three claimants to the happy human life.   

3. Restate a key paragraph from the reading.  

2 

Tuesday, 

April 7 

1. Restate Aristotle’s definition of happiness.  

2. Using the key terms presented in Book 1, provide an explanation of why 

Aristotle believes human beings alone are capable of happiness.  

3. Discover an argument as to what Book 1’s thesis is and arrange three 

supporting texts, then construct a brief defense of that outline.  

4 

Wednesday, 

April 8 

1. Understand what Aristotle means by “virtue concerns pleasure and pain.” 

2. Explain Aristotle’s argument that we become virtuous by acting virtuously.   

3. Identify the various passions identified by Aristotle. 

6 

Thursday, 

April 9 

1. Articulate how Aristotle defines virtue at the start of Book II.6. 

2. Explain Aristotle’s argument that virtue is the hitting of the mean. 

7 

Friday, 

April 10 

R&R   

Additional Notes:  

i. Assignments should be completed preferably in (a) a notebook or loose-leaf paper, but if you do 

not have access to these, you may type your work.  

ii. Whether your write your assignments or type them, be sure to include the following: 

a. Place an MLA formatted four-part header at the top of a new assignment page (this is 

what you have always done for the essay header) 

b. Start each day’s assignment at the top of a new page 

c. Designate and title each assignment with a day of the week in all caps, followed by the 

date (e.g. MONDAY, April 6) 

d. If typing, use double-spacing, Times New Roman, and 12 pt. Font 

iii. If not in a notebook, keep all your written work in a folder (physical folder if written, digital 

folder if typed).  

iv. A copy of the text is included at the end of this packet, but please use the physical copy if you 

already have it (ISBN: 978-0-87220-464-5) 

Academic Honesty 

I certify that I completed this assignment 

independently in accordance with the GHNO 

Academy Honor Code. 

Student signature: 

 

___________________________ 

I certify that my student completed this 

assignment independently in accordance with 

the GHNO Academy Honor Code. 

Parent signature: 

 

___________________________ 
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Monday, April 6 
 Literature Unit: Aristotle’s Nicomachean Ethics 

Lesson 1:   

 Read and annotate Book 1, chapters 1-6 (40 min) 

 Complete guiding questions (20 min) 

 Complete paraphrase writing exercise (20 min) 

 

Unit Overview 

You will now embark on a study of Aristotle’s Nicomachean Ethics, a text that greatly develops 

the intrinsic connection between two ideas we have been discussing all year: goodness and 

happiness. Before jumping into the assignments, below are a few introductory notes that will 

help prepare you for a fruitful reading of the text.  

 

Biography: Aristotle was born in 384 B.C. in Stagirus, located in the Greek city-state 

Chalcidice. His father, Nicomachus, was a respected physical who practice in the Macedonian 

court of King Philip and later Alexander. At 17 Aristotle moved to Athens to study at Plato’s 

Academy, and then after Plato’s death, Aristotle left Athens (sometime in 348/47 B.C.) and 

eventually settled in Atarneus, where he opened a school. Two to three years later he founded 

another school in Mytilene on the island of Lesbos.  

 About two years after founding the Mytilenean school he was commissioned by Philip of 

Macedon to tutor his son Alexander (who is famously known as Alexander the Great), and 

tutored him for about 3 years until Alexander entered political life at the age of sixteen. At this 

point, Aristotle returned to his birthplace, Stagirus, which had been rebuilt by Alexander in 

honor of Aristotle. In 335/334 B.C. Aristotle returned to Athens in order to found his own 

research academy (the Lyceum!), and remained there until 323 when the death of Alexander 

provoked revolts in Athens. Due to his close association with Macedon, Athens accused Aristotle 

of impiety and was forced to flee with his family. Aristotle is believed to have remarked upon his 

leaving Athens that he would not permit Athens to sin against philosophy twice. He died in 

Chalcis soon after in November 322 B.C. He was sixty-two years old.  

 The Nicomachean Ethics was probably named in honor of his son and father, both named 

Nicomachus.  

 In his lifetime, Aristotle is believed to have produced over two hundred treatises, about 

thirty-one of which survive. What we do have of his writings are only summaries of the lectures 

he delivered at his schools on subjects ranging from logic and rhetoric to metaphysics, poetry, 

psychology, biology, politics, etc. So it is important to keep in mind whenever reading any of 

Aristotle’s works that what we are reading of his are only revised summaries that are probably 

not in their original forms.  

 

Introduction: Near the beginning of his work Aristotle makes clear that he is not writing this 

work of ethics to convince someone who is immoral to live a life of virtue, but rather, he is 

writing for individuals who have been brought up well and who seek to hit the target of the good 

life in their choices with greater ease: “our present discussion does not aim, as our others do, at 

study; for the purpose of our examination is not to know what virtue is, but to become good, 
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since otherwise the inquiry would be of no benefit to us. And so we must examine the right ways 

of acting; for, as we have said, the actions also control the sorts of states we acquire” (1103b30).  

  

We recommend that you should do the following before reading: 

• Take a look at the table of contents and see the outline of the whole and how each book is 

arranged by chapter and referenced by line number.  

• Whenever you cite the book, the proper citation form uses line numbers rather than page 

number, e.g., 1094a11.  

• Note that the beginning of this work is at 1094a—the reason is because Nicomachean Ethics 

is part of Aristotle’s larger body of work. For example, read the last paragraph of Book X, 

where Aristotle directs the reader to see the Nicomachean Ethics as the first part of a larger 

study called the Politics.  

 

As you read Book 1, pay close attention to what Aristotle says happiness is. Also, Aristotle will 

define many key terms as he moves along, such as means and ends and function. As you are 

keeping track of these terms, try to understand the relationship they have to each other.  

 

Objective:  

1. Recall Aristotle’s key terms and explain how they relate to his argument that 

happiness is that towards which all human actions aim. 

2. Identify the three claimants to the happy human life.   

3. Restate a key paragraph from the reading.  

 

I. SOCRATIC Question: Answer this question BEFORE reading (2-3 sentences): 

1. What is happiness? In your own words, define what happiness is.  

 

II. GRAMMAR Questions: Answer these questions WHILE reading and annotating (1-3 

sentences):  

2. Put into your own words the first sentence of Chapter 1.  

3. Refer to the Glossary and define the two different kinds of ends Aristotle mentions.  

4. Refer to the Glossary and briefly define politike.  

5. Look up arete in the Glossary and write down a brief definition. Is this understanding of 

virtue different from the one you originally had? How so?  

 

III. LOGIC Questions: Answer these AFTER reading (2-4 sentences).  

6. What is the relationship between the master sciences and subordinate sciences (1094a9-

19)? 

 

7. What is the relationship of politics to ethics?  
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8. Aristotle employs the metaphor of an archer shooting at a target (1094a25). How does it 

relate to the subject under consideration? In other words, what is the student of ethics 

aiming for? Keep this metaphor in mind for the remainder of the text.  

 

9. Keep a list of the various views of happiness and the highest good in Chapters 4 and 5.  

 

IV. RHETORIC: Paraphrase Writing Exercise 

(1) After you finish reading and annotating the entire assignment, go back and look carefully at one 

of the two paragraphs designated below. Re-read every sentence slowly, phrase by phrase, 

word by word. Notice as many details as possible. 

(2) Next, put what Aristotle has said into your own words while preserving as much of the meaning 

in the original text as possible. Your paraphrase will be shorter than the original but try to 

capture with as much accuracy as possible precisely what Aristotle is trying to say but stated in 

more plain language. Perhaps imagine you are trying to explain what Aristotle is saying in the 

paragraph to a 10th grader who has not read the Ethics yet. 

(3) Special direction for composition: the number of sentences you will be asked to write will be 

determined for you, likely fewer than you would naturally. The aim is to encourage you to write 

more complex sentences than you might normally. You may need to use compound sentences 

(a sentence containing two subjects and two verbs, i.e. two independent clauses, connected by 

the appropriate punctuation or combination of punctuation with a conjunction), subordinate 

clauses (often beginning with “which,” “that,” “who,” or the like), prepositional phrases, etc. The 

sentences might get complicated, so it is important to make sure they are grammatically sound 

when you go back and proofread your paraphrase. 

(4) This exercise should take approximately 20 minutes and produce at least two-hundred words. 

To give you a sense of how long that is, the previous three paragraphs are 220 words. 

 

Write a five sentence paraphrase on one of the following passages: 

Passage #1 - Ethics I.4 1095a14-31 [i.e. the first paragraph of Book I, chapter 4] 

Passage #2 - Ethics I.5 1095b19-1096a10 [i.e. the second paragraph of Book I, chapter 5] 

 

 

Tuesday, April 7 
 Literature Unit: Aristotle’s Nicomachean Ethics 

Lesson 1:   

 Read and annotate Book 1, chapters 7 - 10 (40 min) 

 complete guiding questions (10 min) 

 complete assigned thesis and its developments exercise (30 min) 

 

Objective:  

1. Restate Aristotle’s definition of happiness.  

2. Using the key terms presented in Book 1, provide an explanation of why Aristotle 

believes human beings alone are capable of happiness.  

3. Discover an argument as to what Book 1’s thesis is and arrange three supporting texts, 

then construct a brief defense of that outline.  

I. SOCRATIC Question: Answer this question BEFORE reading (2-3 sentences): 
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1. In Chapter 7, Aristotle says that the good of man is something, complete, final, and self-

sufficient. What do you think fits this description, in other words, what is final, complete, 

and self-sufficient and therefore the highest end toward which every human choice aims?  

II. GRAMMAR Questions: Answer these questions WHILE reading and annotating (1-3 sentences):  

2. How does Aristotle define happiness? 

 

3. How does he define self-sufficient?  

 

4. Memorize: “the human function is activity of the soul in accord with reason or requiring 

reason” (1098a5).  

 

5. At the beginning of chapter 9, Aristotle ask a question reminiscent of what Meno asks at 

the beginning of the Meno and provides several possibilities for how virtue might be 

acquired. Keep a list of these.  

 

III. LOGIC Questions: Answer these AFTER reading (2-4 sentences).  

6. Why are human beings, alone of all creatures, capable of happiness? In your response, 

use the words reason, function, happiness, the good, virtue, nature, means and ends—

these are all terms Aristotle has introduced, so try to summarize the relationship of each 

to the others in your response.  

 

IV. RHETORIC: “Thesis” and Its Developments Exercise 

After you finish reading and annotating the entire assignment, reflect on the whole of Book 1. 

Before looking back into the text, consider your own articulation of the whole of Book I in 

simple terms. Perhaps think about that 10th grader again. Now, re-search Book I to find what 

you think to be Aristotle’s articulation of the whole of Book I. Write out that 1-3 sentence “thesis 

“sentence.  

 

Next, do that same activity, but narrow the scope. Do the activity for three different chapters. 

Choose any three chapters in Book I that you think contain some of his essential developments 

of the previously chosen “thesis” quote. Then, write out those quotations with citations. After 

each of these three quotations, in 2-3 sentences explain the way Aristotle is developing the 

“Book I Thesis.” This assignment should take approximately 20 minutes. Use your annotations 

to support your re-search for the quotations. 

 

The format may look like the following: 

 

Book I Thesis: “[insert quote here]” ([insert citation here]). 

 

Development #1: “[insert quotation here]” ([insert citation here]). [Explain how this develops 

the “Book I Thesis” here]. 

 

Development #2: “[insert quotation here]” ([insert citation here]). [Explain how this develops 

the “Book I Thesis” here]. 
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Development #3: “[insert quotation here]” ([insert citation here]). [Explain how this develops 

the “Book I Thesis” here]. 

 

Wednesday, April 8 
 Literature Unit: Aristotle’s Nicomachean Ethics 

Lesson 1:   

 Read and annotate Book 2, chapters 1-5 (40 min) 

 complete guiding questions (20 min) 

 complete assigned paraphrase writing exercise (20 min) 

 

Objective:  

1. Understand what Aristotle means by “virtue concerns pleasure and pain.” 

2. Explain Aristotle’s argument that we become virtuous by acting virtuously.   

3. Identify the various passions identified by Aristotle. 

 

I. SOCRATIC Question: Answer this question BEFORE reading (2-3 sentences): 

1. How are virtue and vice acquired? Give a few examples of virtues and vices and describe 

how each is acquired.  

II. GRAMMAR Questions: Answer these questions WHILE reading and annotating (1-3 

sentences):  

 

2. What is the etymology of ethics?  

 

3. Looking at 1103a25, what is the difference between nature and habit? In your 

explanation, include the two examples Aristotle provides.  

 

4. Early on Aristotle distinguishes virtue from other capacities, such as when he 

distinguishes how virtue is acquired as opposed to sight. He uses some key terms in his 

discussion that you should look up in the Glossary and briefly define: 

a. Dynamis, energeia, and techne.  

 

5. What are some of the general characteristics of virtue that Aristotle lists in Book 2? 

Provide examples of the destruction of virtue through excess, and some examples of the 

destruction of virtue through deficiency (look at 1104a10-25).  

 

6. What are the three factors that determine choice and avoidance? (1104b30) 

 

7. Keep a list of the various passions identified by Aristotle.  

 

III. LOGIC Questions: Answer these AFTER reading (2-4 sentences).  

8. Is knowledge necessary for the practice of virtue?  

 

9. What role do pleasure and pain play in the formation of virtue? Give some examples to 

illustrate your claim.  
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IV. RHETORIC: Post-Reading Free-Write 

After you finish reading and annotating the entire assignment, respond in writing to one of the 

suggested “Opening Questions” (that is, the type of question with which we might “open” a 

seminar). Use the question as a starting point for your own thinking about Aristotle. The idea is 

for you to begin understanding Aristotle in order to start thinking along with him. 

 

Your response should be based on what is stated in the text, but you do not need to use 

quotations. You should, however, include a citation (by line number, when 

appropriate; such as 1098a7) when you have something specific from the text in mind. 

 

You should write at least 200 words. To get a sense of how long that is, the previous two 

paragraphs are 117 words, so aim for about twice that. This assignment should take 15-20 

minutes. 

 

Opening Question 

Aristotle claims that it makes a considerable difference whether one habit or another is formed in 

us from early childhood (1103b23-25). If one must already have developed habits, why is this 

study Aristotle offers necessary? In other words, is this not a circular argument: one must possess 

virtue to gain virtue?  
 

Thursday, April 9 
 Literature Unit: Aristotle’s Nicomachean Ethics 

Lesson 1:   

 Read and annotate Book 2, chapters 6-9 (40 min) 

 complete guiding questions (10 min) 

 complete post-read “opening question” writing exercise (30 min) 

 

Objective:  

1. Articulate how Aristotle defines virtue at the start of Book II.6. 

2. Explain Aristotle’s argument that virtue is the hitting of the mean. 

 

I. SOCRATIC Question: 

1. What is the difference between character and habit? Do you think that character is ever 

set, and if so, at what age do you think character is set? If you’re really interested, answer 

this one, too: If one knows what is right, will that be enough to develop virtue?  

 

II. GRAMMAR Questions: Answer these questions WHILE reading and annotating (1-3 

sentences):  

2. Aristotle defines virtue by providing its genus and differentia. Restate his definition of 

virtue.  

 

3. What does Aristotle mean when he says we ought to choose the middle term relative to 

us? 

 

4. What are the three emotions and three actions that do not have a mean and are therefore 

always wrong?  
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5. As you read chapter 7, keep a list of some of the virtue and their associated vices.  

 

6. In chapter 9, Aristotle provides advice for us as agents. What is his advice?  

 

III. LOGIC Questions: Answer these AFTER reading (2-4 sentences).  

 

7. Remember the three emotions and actions that do not have a mean and are therefore 

always wrong—why are they always wrong? What about killing someone in self-

defense?  

 

8. Why is it so difficult to act virtuously? IN other words, if we have the capacity for virtue 

by our nature, what interferes with the development of good habits?  

 

IV. RHETORIC: “Thesis” and Its Developments Exercise 

After you finish reading and annotating the entire assignment, reflect on the whole of Book 

II. Before looking back into the text, consider how you would articulate the whole of Book II in 

simple terms. Perhaps think about articulating it to a 10th grader. Now, re-search Book II to find 

what you think to be Aristotle’s articulation of the whole of Book II. Write out that 1-3 sentence 

“thesis” quote. 

 

Next, do that same activity, but narrow the scope. Do the activity for three different chapters. 

Choose any three chapters in Book II that you think contain some of his essential developments 

of the previously chosen “thesis” quote. Then, write out those quotations with citations. After 

each of these three quotations, in 2-3 sentences explain the way Aristotle is developing the 

“Book II Thesis.” This assignment should take approximately 20 minutes. Use your annotations 

to support your re-search for the quotations. 

 

The format may look like the following: 

Book II Thesis: “[insert quotation here]” ([insert citation here]). 

 

Development #1: “[insert quotation here]” ([insert citation here]). [Explain how this develops 

the 

“Book II Thesis” here]. 

 

Development #2: “[insert quotation here]” ([insert citation here]). [Explain how this develops 

the 

“Book II Thesis” here]. 

 

Development #3: “[insert quotation here]” ([insert citation here]). [Explain how this develops 

the 

“Book II Thesis” here]. 

 

 

 

Friday, April 10 
 Break  





































GLOSSARY (Week of 4/6/2020) 

Activity, actualization (energeia): 

 A subject’s energeia realizes its CAPACITY; hence the energeia of a CRAFT (such as 

shoemaking) and of the craftsman includes both the activities involved in the exercise of the craft and 

the product (the shoes) that is aimed at in the exercise (cf. notes to 1094a3, 1168a6; FUNCTION).   

 The scope of energeia is sometimes narrowed by contrast with hexis and by contrast with 

kinesis: (1) In DA (De Anima or On the Soul) 412a11-8, Aristotle contrasts ‘first activity with ‘second’.  

Someone is in first activity in relation to his knowledge of French if he has learned French and can 

speak it on the right occasions, but at the moment is asleep or thinking about something else.  He is in 

second activity when he is actualy speaking French (1146a31).  To have a SOUL is to have a first 

activity.  In the EN a first activity is called a STATE. When Aristotle defines HAPPINESS as an 

activity of the soul, he is requireing it to include second activities, not merely states (1095b32, 

1178b18-20).  (2) In 1174a14 ff., Phys. (Physics) 201A9, Met. (Metaphysics) 1048b18, Aristotle draws 

a further contrast.  (a) A MOVEMENT is an incompolete activity.  The degree of activity is consistent 

with the retention of the capacity realized in the activity, where the compete activity implies the loss of 

the capacity.  The movement of house-building, for instance, is going on when the bricks and stones 

have incompletely actualized their capacity to become a house; when they completely actualize that is 

not still capable of becoming a house. (b) A compete activity, however, does not imply the loss of the 

capacity that is actualized in the activity.  Seeing or living, for instance, does not imply the loss of the 

capacity to see or live.  A movement is incomplete because it aims at some end beyond itself (e.g., the 

building process aims at the house being built) whose achievement makes that movement impossible to 

continue (we cannot keep building the house when it is already built), whereas a complete activity is its 

own end. 

 The Greek word energia is the origin of our word ‘energy’. 

Capacity, capable, power, powerful (dynamis): 

 If x has the capacity to F, x is capable of F and x will F in the right conditions.  If fire has a 

capacity to burn, it will burn unprotected flesh close to it; this is a nonrational capacity.  If Smith has a 

capacity to build, he will build when he chooses to build in the right conditions for building; this is a 

rational capacity.  See Met. ix 1-7, esp. 5.  Hence a capacity is what is realized in an ACTIVITY. 

 Capacities include CRAFTS and branches of STUDY (1094a10, 26) and also the natural 

capacities from which the VIRTUES are developed (1103a25, 1106a6, 1161a3, 1178a32).  

HAPPINESS is not a capacity; see 1101b12. Virtue requires not only capacity, but also DECISION 

(1127b14). 

 The origin of the English word ‘dynamic’. 

Character (ethos, ethikos): 

 The EN is about the formations of VIRTUES of character.  These are the STATES resulting 

from (a) early habituation, to acquire the right DESIRES, FEELINGS, PLEASURES, and PAINS 

(1104b11, 1179b24); hence Aristotle connects character closely with habit (1103a14-26); (b) the correct 

use of rational deliberation that marks a prudent person who makes the DECISION.  The formation of 

the right character requires the EDUCATION of the nonrational parts of the SOUL (1103a3).  But since 

they are to be trained to ct according to correct REASON, training in reasoning and deliberation is also 

needed.  It is someone’s character that makes him the ‘sort of’ (hoios) person he is.  Hence ‘character’ 

often translates hoios or the cognate poios.   

 The actions appropriate to a person’s character are those said to be ‘proper to him’ or those he 

‘is the sort’ to do (e.g. 1120a31, 1146a6, 12, and ‘not for him’, a32).  All these phrases translate the 

Greek genitive case, i.e., ‘is not the generous (etc.) person’. 

 See ETHICS. 

Complete (teleios): 

 This is cognate with telos, ‘end’.  It applies to something that has reached its telos, and hence it 

applies to a mature, adult organism (1102b2; Met. 1072b24).  Aristotle explains completeness in Met. v 



GLOSSARY (Week of 4/6/2020) 

16. He attributes it to HAPPINESS, 1097a25-b21, 1098a18, 1101a13).  ‘Final’ and ‘perfect’ are other 

possible translations of teleios; our choice of translation is connected with our view on some 

complicated questions about the relation of happiness to other ends. 

Craft (techne): 

 A craft is a rational discipline concerned with PRODUCTION.  Hence, Aristotle sometimes 

speaks of it as SCIENCE (episteme) (1094a1, 7), though it does not meet the strictest conditions for a 

science (1140b2, 34).  Craft involves inquiry and deliberation, and so Aristotle often uses its methods to 

illustrate the procedures of VIRTUE and PRUDENCE.  Still, there is a basic difference.  For prudence 

unlike craft, is concerned with ACTION (1140b3, 1153a25), not production.  Moreover, it requires the 

correct use of a capacity, whereas a craft is a capacity that can be correctly or incorrectly used.  Hence 

the virtuous person does not simply practice a craft, and the EN itself is not the exposition of craft 

knowledge. 

 The ‘techn-’ in the English word ‘technology’. 

End, goal, aim (telos): 

 The telos of a process is its final CAUSE, a state (a) that benefits some being with a SOUL; (b) 

that is caused by the process as efficient cause; and (c) whose occurrence, in particular the benefit it 

cuases, explains the occurrence of the process.  In this sense, cutting steak is the end of a steak knife, 

pumping blood is the end of a mammal’s heart, and winning the game is the end of playing chess.  The 

FUNCTION of an artifact or organism is also its end, 1097b24.   

Ethics (ethika): 

 ‘Ethical’ is derived from ethikos, the adjective cognate with ethos, ‘character’. Hence ethics is 

the part of POLITICAL SCIENCE that studies HAPPINESS; since virtue of character is a major 

component of happiness this part of political science studies character; hence the traditional name of 

the EN.  IN the work itself, Aristotle calls this discipline ‘political science’, not ‘ethics’. 

Excellent (spoudaios): 

 A spoudaios matter is a serious matter requiring us to take it seriously (spoudazein).  Aristotle 

regularly uses the term as the adjective corresponding to ‘virtue’, hence as equivalent to ‘good’. The 

association with ‘taking seriously’ is exploaided at 1177a1-6, where ‘serious’ renders spoudaios; cf. 

1125a10. 

Function, product, result, achievement (ergon): 

 The best single translation for ergon would be ‘work’.  These different uses (sometimes cloesy 

related) can be distinguisehd: (1) process of PRODUCTION, or productive task to be undertaken 

(1109a25, 1124b25); (2) product, result of the process (1094a5-6, 1106b10, 1133a9, 1167b34); (3) 

achievement, not involving any product (1100b13, 1101b16, 1120b13); (4) action, more or less 

equivalent to ACTIVITY (e.g. 1104b5); (5) contrasted with logos (see REASON [6]); hence ‘facts’ 

(1168a35, 1172a35), ‘what we do’; (6) function, characteristic task, ACTIVITY, and END (1097b25, 

1106a16, 1139a18, 1144a6, 1162a22, 1176a3).  A thing’s ergon is connected with its essence and its 

VIRTUE; in animate beings ergon corresponds to the type of SOUL.   

Happiness (eudaimonia): 

 Aristotle follows common beliefs in identifying the highest human GOOD with happiness, also 

identified with ‘living well’ or ‘doing well’ (1095a18; cf. 1139b3, 1140a28, 1140b7).  He argues for the 

identification in 1097a15-b21, appealing to common beliefs about happiness in support of his account 

(1096a1, 1153b14).  ‘Happiness’ is a misleading rendering of eudaimonia (indeed many modern 

interpretation so Aristotle would translate the word as ‘flourishing’).   

 Happiness is the complete end, the only one that does not promote any other end.  It is complete 

because it is the most comprehensive;  there is no more comprehensive end for it to promote.  Aristotle 

makes the same point in calling happiness self-sufficent, autarkes, because it lacks nothing (i.e., no 

reasonable object of desire).   
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Political science (politike): 

 The suffix -ike is added to words to signify an art/craft or a science (e.g. Hippikes is 

horsemanship [hippo meaning horse]).  Hence politike is the art/craft or science of the city (or political 

science).  Since political science is concerned with ACTION, it is not strictly a SCIENCE.  Since it 

deliberates and DECIDES about happiness, it is the same STATE as PRUDENCE [phronesis] 

(1141b23-1142a10).  It is the application of prudence to political questions about the good of a CITY.  

Aristotle argues that the proper concern of the state and of political science is to achieve HAPPINESS 

for all the citizens of the city (1094a26-b6, 1152b1-3).  To discover this we must know what happiness 

for a human being is.  That is the task of the EN.  A human being is political by nature because only a 

political community develops his nature so as to achieve his complete happiness; hhence the inquiry in 

the EN is part of the inquiry continued in the Politics. 

Virtue (arete): 

  If x is an F (e.g., a knife), then the virtue of x as an F is the STATE of x that makes x a GOOD F 

(in a knife itsvirtue will be cutting well, durability, etc., that make it a good knife).  Hence x’s virtue 

will reflect its good performance of the FUNCTION of Fs (see Plato, Rep. 352d-353e).  Aristotle’s 

conception of virtue, therefore, is wider than moral virtue.  In some cases ‘excellence’ may be the best 

rendering of arete.   

 Virtues are divided into virtues of thought and virtues of CHARACTER.  In his account of the 

individual virtues, Aristotle relies on common beliefs about their scope as his starting point.  But he 

often reforms common usage; he ascribes to each virtue a distinctive range of actions, motives, and 

CAPACITIES.  TO articulate the virtues clearly, he gives names to states of character that have not 

been recognized explicitly as virtues, but are shown to be virtues with the help of the doctrive of the 

MEAN.   


